Abstract. The proliferation of sensor networks in various areas of technology has enabled real-time behavioral monitoring of various physical systems in various length and time scales. The opportunity to use these data dynamically for improving speed, accuracy, and general performance of predictive behavior modeling simulation is of paramount importance. The present paper identifies enabling modeling methods and computational strategies that are critical for achieving real-time simulation response of very large and complex systems. It also discusses our choices of these technologies in the context of sample multidisciplinary computational mechanics applications.
Introduction
The main objective of the effort described in this paper is to establish and use a strategy for selecting, generating, improving, and applying methodologies capable of enabling data-driven real-time simulation of large, complex, multifield, multi-domain physical systems. This paper reports on the initial success in achieving this goal, under the additional fundamental requirement that sensor networks will be providing live data originating from the actual physical systems that are simulated by the exercise of their corresponding computational models.
This effort is a part of a larger effort of developing a Data Driven Environment for Multiphysics Applications (DDEMA) [1] [2] [3] [4] , as a computationally implementable framework in the form of a Multidisciplinary Problem Solving Environment (MPSE). Although DDEMA's scope also entails utilizing dynamic data for adaptive modeling or model selection, this paper only discusses data usage for adaptive simulation, steering, and short future behavioral prediction assuming that the model is known and well established. This model approximates the behavior of a system that belongs in the continuum mechanics engineering domain.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the context and required enabling technologies achieving this objective. In Section 3, we specify the technologies we selected for DDEMA: precomputed solution synthesis and model reduction, along with multidimensional computational parallelism. Finally, Section 4 presents two preliminary sample applications and concludes this paper.
Modeling Methods and Computational Strategies for
Improving Simulation Performance
Discussion in this section is limited only to the systemic modeling methodologies that capture system-behavior representation, and the computational strategies of their usage. We do not intend to discuss computational, networking, infrastructure and process mobility strategies and methodologies. However, it should be recognized that these can also have a considerable effect on the performance of a simulation environment. This task has been discussed in [1] [2] [3] [4] . To achieve the main objective as described in the introduction, one has first to define the context of the problem at hand. Figure 1 provides a generic description of this context. It shows a schematic representation of the dataflow relationship among the actual physical system and the corresponding sensor network, the computational model, and the associated simulation environment along with the simulated system. In addition, the data-flow paths have been labeled to allow the distinction of both the real-time solving (RTS) and the precomputed solving and real-time solution synthesis (PS-RTSS) modes of simulation usage. All components in this figure are generic and do not express the architecture of a particular system or technology. used here has been devised to avoid the complications of temporal logic syntax while allowing the ability to capture synchronicity and asynchronicity. Paths in regular parentheses separated by a coma represent synchronous parallel-in-time dataflow, while square brackets are used to denote complete paths, and ∧ is used to denote asynchronous logical conjunction of paths.
The two-way dataflow between the Basis Solutions Database and Computational Model in Fig.1 underscores the complexity of the relationship that can exist between these two modules. Indeed, computational models generate in general a basis database, but such a database can also be exploited to construct, for example, reduced-order models (ROM). Furthermore, a key property of the Computational Model module is that it may include inside it many levels of recursive application of the entire simulation environment operating in PS-RTSS mode. The difference from the current incarnation of the Computational Model module is that for each level below, a ROM participates in the corresponding instance of the Computational Model module.
Dynamic-data can improve the simulation via a number of various manners. These include the updating of computational models and the reduction of simulation uncertainty to enhance simulation validity, and the enabling of original ideas for parallel processing in the time-domain and of the construction of reduced-order models to improve computational efficiency.
Thus, it is important to select, create, and utilize methodologies and strategies that can inherently take advantage of real-time data. The most important aspect of what is referred to as real-time simulation is that the time between the time of user action (or the arrival of new data into the system), and the time the system responds back with the corresponding adjustment of behavioral simulation, has to be as small as possible. Therefore, the common requirement for all processes involved in the simulation is that they have to be as fast as possible. Here we examine how the modeling methods and the computational strategies can be combined for achieving real-time simulation response. Thus, a distinction between a computational strategy and a modeling methodology needs to be drawn here. A computational strategy refers to the abstract methodology employed for optimal usage of the computational and networking infrastructure. A modeling methodology refers to the particular behavior model (usually in equational form) and its corresponding computational implementation.
A detailed survey of behavior-modeling methods capable of enabling realor near-real-time simulation lies well outside the scope of the present paper. However, before selecting, inventing, improving, or implementing a method, it is reasonable to expect that certain common attributes have been identified and a taxonomic classification has been constructed.
We have identified 36 behavior modeling methods to date that lend themselves to accelerated systemic behavior computations. Our list [5] is continuously growing, thus not allowing us to include it in the present paper. We have also created a classification taxonomy based on certain attributes of these methods, and have established four classes of selection criteria based on required attributes.
The first classification level contains the Dimensional Reduction Methods (DRM); all those which do not fall in this category are the Rest. The common characteristic of all DRMs that classifies them as such is that they all attempt to project some quantifiable feature(state-variable field and space-or time-domain of applicability) of the problem to a discrete lower-dimensional space. They subsequently recover the global systemic behavior via appropriate reconstruction from the reduced projections.
The DRMs are further subdivided into the Reduced Basis Behavior Decomposition Methods (RBBDM), and the Reduced Domain Decomposition Methods (RDDM). The common characteristic of all RBBDMs is that they often represent behavioral field variables as a composition of sub-behaviors defined in lower-dimensional spaces, mostly through the use of specialized basis functions. Similarly, the common characteristic of all RDDMs is that they decompose the domain space of application of behavior to subdomains, and subsequently reconstruct systemic behavior from the composition of the subdomains.
RBBDMs are model reduction methods subdivided further into those which are physics-based, and those which are physics-blind. Examples of RDDMs are methods like the partial realization, Padé methods, multi-resolution geometry patches, general domain decomposition and the recently-developed PITA [6] .
Examples in the category of all of the Rest methods are Recursive Kalman Filtering Estimation, Capacitance Matrix, Reaction and Lagrangian Constraint Optimization, and Equationless Lifting Operator.
All these methods have a great potential for enabling real-time computations, but are often reliable only for time-invariant systems. Dynamic data enables their adaptation, when the system simulated is time-varying, using interpolation and/or sensitivity approaches. Certain common desired attributes of all of the above methods can be used to construct selection criteria. We marked [5] all methods according to have to the following performance criteria: capability for real-time simulations in terms of both RTS and PS-RTSS, capability for modeling uncertainty, capability for adaptive model formation, and finally capability for parallel implementation.
Data-Driven Acceleration Choices of DDEMA
According to the behavioral model classification of the previous section, we have limited ourselves to those methods which satisfy only the first and last criteria of our selection strategy. The dynamic-data-driven aspect of the system to be simulated is relevant to the applied methods and strategies both trivially and non-trivially, depending on our particular choices. For example, the RTS strategy can utilize the dynamic data to alter initial and/or boundary conditions, to construct or update a ROM, and to provide seed values to a PARAREAL (parallel real-time) solution method [7] or PITA (parallel implicit time-integrator algorithm) [6] that parallelizes in the time-domain the dynamic solution of a ROM problem. It should be noted that for a ROM, a time-parallel solution approach is more efficient than a conventional degree-of-freedom-parallel approach (also known as space-parallel approach) because by definition a ROM contains few degrees of freedom and therefore can benefit only to a certain extent from parallel processing at the degree-of-freedom level.
The PS-RTSS strategy utilizes the data only at the synthesis stage in their capacity to select proportions of precomputed solutions. It is important to remember that PS-RTSS is a computational strategy and not a modeling method. It still requires utilizing a behavioral model of the system. It uses this model to compute and store in a database behavioral solutions corresponding to the bases of low-dimensional space parameterizations of the generalized input as it is exercised by the actions of the user-or the sensor-data. At the time of real-time usage of the simulator, the Solution Composer module takes the sensor data or/and the user's actions and synthesizes a solution that corresponds to these choices, based on the stored database content. The solution synthesis is done as a postprocessing of elementary solutions, and therefore involves evaluative computation -and not solving computation which is only performed in the precomputation stage. This strategy uses models in an off-line mode prior to the real-time simulation period, and therefore is more insensitive to the efficiency of the computational method that implements the behavioral model of the system to be simulated. Clearly, all possible computational methods for implementing the systemic behavior are acceptable in this strategy. However, it is reasonable to expect that the more efficient a method is, the more it contributes to the creation of an efficient system that is inexpensive to use from an overall perspective, regardless of the distinction between the precomputation solving and the real-time computation modes.
Sample Applications

PS-RTSS of an Underwater Composite Vessel
Preliminary results of this strategy have been obtained for the case of a cylindrical I-beam ring-stiffened composite pressure vessel with semi-spherical steel end-caps (see Fig. 2 ). The model of this vessel represents one of the components of a submarine-attached "Dry-Deck-Shelter" (DDS) utilized in underwater naval missions. Embedded sensors provide datastreams that encode strain-field measurements used to assess generalized loading conditions on the vessel in terms of three basis loading cases that span the loading space [8] . The first is the external pressure that is proportional to the depth of the submerged cylinder. The other two basis cases are bending moments about axis-x L x and axis-y L y (see Fig.2 ). They can correspond to maneuvering inertial loads, or to the quasi-static bending effect of a pressure wave induced by a remote underwater explosion. In precomputation mode, the simulator computes and stores into the database the material softening and other state-variable field distributions over the entire geometry of the structure loaded by each one of the three loading cases. This was done by finite element analysis (FEA) of the associated model for the three distinct loading conditions. The results are shown in Fig. 2 . For the bending cases, both the tensile and compressive sides of the vessels are shown. The difference between the tension and compression sides of the vessel is due to the nonlinear constitutive response of the composite material that was predetermined by a mechatronically driven automated approach [9, 10] .
In the real-time mode, our simulator received strain measurement input from at least three sensors [8] . A hypothetical data report from these three sensors determined that the applied loading condition on the structure is defined by the loading vector (40P , 250L x , 250L y ) as shown in Fig. 2 . The intrinsic power of this strategy is that the simulator does not have to run an additional FEA to determine the corresponding state variable field distributions and pay the solution cost. The Solution Composer module described in Fig. 1 multiplies the basis solutions stored in the database by the coefficients of the components of the loading vector bases and sums the results in just one pass. The visualization results through the Visualization module are instantaneous and satisfy the technical needs of the user. In this case, the user may be the submarine commander, in which case the simulator is on-board the structure it simulates and can be used as data-driven computational decision support system [2] [3] [4] .
Combined RTS/PS-RTSS of the Aeroelastic Behavior of the AGARD Wing 445.6
Preliminary results of this hybrid strategy have been obtained for a flutter analysis of the AGARD Wing 445.6. This wing is an AGARD standard aeroelastic configuration with a 45 degrees quarter-chord sweep angle, a panel aspect ratio of 1.65, a taper ratio of 0.66, and a NACA 65A004 airfoil section. The model selected here is the so-called 2.5-ft weakened model 3 whose measured modal frequencies and wind-tunnel flutter test results are reported in [11] , and for which a full-order aeroelastic computational model with 178,758 degrees of freedom is described in [12] . Embedded sensors provide datastreams that encode free-stream pressure, density, and Mach number. In a first precomputation mode, the simulator used the POD approach described in [13] [13] , and predicted in real-time the corresponding flutter speed index. The visualization results through the Visualization module are reported in Fig.  3 and compared with the flutter speed index curve obtained from wind-tunnel test data [11] . The aeroelastic results generated by this RTS/PS-RTSS hybrid strategy are shown to be in good agreements with the test data.
